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Donna Williams was a kid with more labels when compared to a jam-jar: deaf, wild disturbed, stupid insane.
Isolated from her self and from the outside globe, Donna was, in her phrases, a No one Nowhere.. She lived
within herself, her own world her foreground, ours a background she only visited.. It describes how, against
the odds, Donna found live individually, achieve a location at university, and create this remarkable
autobiography. It really is now a global bestseller, sold in over 14 languages across the world. Intact but
detached from the seemingly incomprehensible world around her, she lived in what she known as 'a world
under cup`.After twenty-five years of being misunderstood, and struggling to understand herself, Donna
discovered the word 'autism': a label, but one which held up a mirror and made sense of her life and
struggles, and gave her an opportunity to finally forgive both herself and those around her.No one Nowhere
is disturbing, eloquent and ticklishly funny: it really is an account of the soul of a person who lived the word
'autism' and survived within an unsympathetic environment despite intense internal chaos and
incomprehension. She swung violently between both of these worlds, battling to become listed on our world
and, simultaneously, to keep it out. Abandoned from all link with the personal within her, she resided as a
ghost with a body, a patchwork of the images which bombarded her. This is a book that may stay with you
among the most exceptional works you will ever browse.
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  A gifted article writer, Donna sought to reconcile her globe with the globe around her.This was partly why
I started scanning this book, having contact with some kids with autism, and in addition being aware that it
is not an `either/or' dichotomy: all of us are somewhere on an extended continuum. Be weary I started this
reserve after attempting direct consultation with Donna regarding my Asperger child's obsessions with
performing out different characters, most of which are inspired by popular fiction but she adds further
dimension in her advancement of the personas. I will be curious to find if there are any Amazon reviews
compiled by autistics and how they reacted. Nobody Nowhere There is no typical person with autism; the
deaf community coping with Peter Goldsworthy's Wish).As a foil, I was quite impressed by Tag Haddon's
'The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-time', both as an insight into the globe of a lead character who
is autistic and as a decent fictional story in it's own right. Nobody Nowhere is trying to accomplish
something entirely different, though it also has a narrator who's not entirely self-conscious. I also remember
that at least one autistic man gave enthusiastic compliment that one of us `neuro-normals' had got it so best."
Donna, just like a lot of us, offers her problems, a lot of which are not her very own fault.I suppose the really
tricky component for me personally in this review is that following a while We really got to a point of
disliking Donna. Over the years, Donna’s school profession would take her through many colleges." Well, I
am hoping not, and on further reflection I suspect not. Indeed, it's even more bigoted to say, "That person is
autistic, I must, as a result, like them. “Let move, I state, my tear-soaked stranger…. Anybody care to
understand Burmese? Still, Haddon's lead character, while having a family using its own issues, has nothing
on Donna's nightmare. However, we do get designed by our circumstances, rather than always in positive
ways - not always in ways which make us good business. So much of Donna's self analysis I found pretty
dubious: hey, I don't always understand why I act the way I really do - I'm confident that neither will Donna.
Sure it's interesting, certainly, primary, to hear her perspective (and you also actually sympathise with her
trying to make sense, to find some explanation on her behalf personal history) - but I found myself often
unconvinced.Particularly very difficult going were the ubiquitous contradictory actions such as, "I must say i
liked this guy, he was therefore considerate and I wanted desperately to be with him - so I abused him and
forced him to leave." Moreover there is a actual contempt for, well, almost every other people. They can
make a variety of efforts to reach out to Donna, to allow for her, while she treats them horribly, but
somehow they're generally seen to be responsible:"I found that people were usually blinded by their very
own insecurities or egotism or selfishness. People seemed therefore ignorant within their self-assured dark
and white conception of `normality'. Every so often, however, someone would question whether others got
something to learn from me in attempting to understand my differentness. Some individuals could feeling
the courage it got to teach myself so many things just like the music I wrote with such depth and enthusiasm.
Love it Fascinating and enlightening! Also in this excerpt she unabashedly talks of the depth and passion of
her music, somewhere else she's obviously convinced of her intellectual superiority to just about anybody:
say, for example, any university lecturer who doesn't recognise her genius.. However, as we pass age three,I
start to wonder, are we coping with autism, in any form, or all of the author's personalities. Donna developed
a close relationship with Bryn, who presented her to the poetry of T. There are many books out there on
childhood autism, case studies, symptoms, Aspberger's, the whole wide spectrum. Small to nothing at all
have I came across on an adult's account of autism. “As always, my motivation to interact was to show my
sanity and steer clear of getting locked in an institution,” she writes. It certainly is a full page turner, the
poetry amazing. I bailed. Donna’s tumultuous childhood contains the adults of her family and school to
impose the complexities of the world, when she sought simpleness to create sense of her globe, which she
expresses in heartfelt poetry: Shattered dreams, broken cup, Echoes of a shattered past, Way too many
names strewn about, The type that one can live without. Possess any extra lottery tickets?. I don't believe I
have ever experienced any autistic child that was depressed. As an adolescent, anxiety and pain tormented
her." I was disappointed, after looking related books, that the writer was taking advantage of this label of



autism. I have no idea. Incredible book Wow. This book is an excellent read, but wasn't what I wanted.. I
love their funny hats and have a couple of CDs of that fantastic guitar music. Calculus? Enchilada. Bottle
caps? Let me know, my son will be pleased to help. May you keep up your adventures and Peace become
with you often. I wouldn't be surprised if, while they are glad to see recognition raised, many would be
dismayed to believe Donna came to represent a popular image of what autistic people are like (cf. however,
like many people on the spectrum, Donna Williams was distant from the globe. That was her globe.One
tough story more than an insight into autism Well, if you need to get even more of a concept of autism,
where much better than from the autobiography of an autistic woman? Donna, like many people who have
autism, often had difficulty in perceiving and understanding various other people’s speech and facial
expressions. On the other hand, this purchase artistically demonstrates what it really is like to end up being
autistic. And she drew upon among her marked strengths: communicating on paper.! Even Donna’s 1st
dream was nothingness—dots of “fluffy color” encircled her in a sea of whiteness. An interesting aspect of
this reserve is that it makes visible that being autistic is made more difficult by the lack of understanding and
lodging of others. You are an inspiration to all!” Donna writes extensively of her troubled childhood, a
world seen as a abuse, ridicule, lack of support and, eventually, rejection. However, as painful since it was,
her dysfunctional childhood that provided her the impetus and “independence to get emotionally detached
corners of the globe from which to study and teach myself items through my two individuals.” Donna
conceived two individuals, Willie and Carol, with whom she could relay her feelings and eventually talk to
the world. In a strange twist, Donna is usually thankful for her “bad” parents; without her, Donna claims
she'd not be able to live independently and, worse, be confined to an organization. Oftentimes, Donna was
besieged with illogical feelings, such as that affection and kindness could incapacitate her—or at least cause
pain. Ignoring such a deluge of sensations often left her “without psychological sense and with a purely
robotic mental response—if that.. Various other times, she would venture out and wonder, to “make my very
own classes. Autism versus multiple personality disorder I bought this publication off Amazon because I
have a ten yr autistic boy, and I wanted to know what the future would hold for me. the book was actually a
real web page turner and hard to place down. Eliot, who wrote “In my beginning is definitely my end” and
“in my end can be my starting.” From the paintings of Vincent van Gogh, Donna learned that beauty can be
found in simplicity, and one needs to look beyond the top of items often dismissed as ugly. Sure, my boy
offers Doctor Enchilada, but he ISN'T Dr. They’re the shadows here, within, That tears apart personality.
Following a particularly challenging spell, Donna determined it was time and energy to say good-bye to
Willie. I don't trust some of the reviews here that book can be an "awkward fiction" instead of an accurate
accounts of autism." Like that nasty self-deceptive patronising racism that says something similar to, "I just
love Mexicans - they're therefore cute. I’m afraid that you have drowned beneath the many dreams which
did evade you and the countless stars so out of reach.” Donna’s trip was a perilous one. I must dominate …
and perish in a past of shadows, in order that I might walk a stronger path. Dealing with Carol, nevertheless,
was much more demanding. She smiled, but it was one where “you can see the fear in the grimace-like
smile. The words are all there, nonetheless it is your decision to decipher them. THEREFORE I was excited
to choose this up. A harmful thing to state: "A-ha - he doesn't as an autistic lady - he must be a bigot. It's an
engaging read, has a lot choosing it in audio-sensory overload, but in all honesty, it reminded me too much
of the autobiography, "Sybill. Sometimes, Donna believed she was heading mad. She acquired her talk about
of destructive spells and tantrums and could scream out, “I’m not &#*$ mad!” Art and music were her
favourite classes. People who practice Zen medicine and yoga do the same to achieve inner peace and
tranquility. Release, I say. this is among the great books to read In order to understand your severely autistic
kids, this is one of the great books to learn. Donna lets us into the bewilderment and misunderstandings that
children with autism have to survive to be able to reside in an NT globe. I am extremely grateful to her for
writing all her books!.!!! In Nobody Nowhere and its own follow-up, Somebody Somewhere, Donna was



able to tell her tale and express her emotions in an intensely personal and poignant method. Her words are
beautiful, and everything written can be easily understood. It tells the story of an autistic female who only as
a grown-up finds out that is the label that greatest fits her. She got a boy doll, placed him in a shiny dark
package, and buried it. Donna does not use the label until towards the end of the publication, so it's unlikely
she was basically trying to capitalize on the label to write a book. I really believe that all folks are on the
spectrum someplace.. In Donna's case, she was affected quite substantially by abuse in her house
environment. More generally, she was often misunderstood by people. She rubbed her eyes until a noisy slap
from her mother’s hands landed on her behalf, interrupting her try to understand her world. Donna's autistic
features produced her vulnerable to abuse and being mocked. Once again Bravo Donna Williams! May you
continue your . The sense of failure, was most prominent.. Once more Bravo Donna Williams! Nobody
Nowhere to a Somebody Somewhere From a Nobody Nowhere to a Somebody SomewherePart I. After
reading this I couldn't buy your next reserve fast plenty of! She resumed rubbing her eyes, which ended with
another slap—it was period for her to learn about “the globe. There are many hues on the rainbow, I know.”
Then, once again, losing all knowing of the world—of most things usually considered real—and ultimately
losing all feeling of personal offered Donna her only dependable security... This book can be an amazing
read for most reasons. However, the purchase of the "chapters" makes it hard to follow sometimes.So, sorry,
around the above quote, approximately three-quarters of the way through the book I thought to myself: I
don't believe I'm learning anything very much about autism here, and I really don't like hanging around with
this confused, arrogant and often unpleasant woman. it is a treasure as I use adults who have Autism.. Of
course, as any other person her lifestyle experiences are shaded by various factors, instead of one specific
label... so much insight into the world of the people. This is not to say that this book was inadequately
created..!S.... I feel it took a lot of courage for Donna Williams to write and then allow her publication to be
released.. I found "Discovering My Autism" more near me, and even more believable. and I wish to say
thank you Four Stars Very helpful for people working with children. The reserve relates how she grapples
with being different, it tells us of her journey of trying to understand why this is actually the case, and of
attempting to overcome some of her difficulties linked to becoming different, and autistic. However on the
way there is so much crazy trauma going on with Williams' abusive family members and multiple
personalities it became very difficult to distinguish what in her life was a result of her autism and what was a
refection of circumstances or other complicating emotional conditions. Really, my child would make a great
actress as her fantasy globe is quite excellent and imaginative, as is the case with many people on the
spectrum, plus she has an great voice and wants to sing. But our concern as parents can be that she takes the
characters too much, i.e. when and just how do we provide balance, after all, she still has to live in this
world and we wish her to feel safe in her own pores and skin, to sort out her stress. We consulted Donna,
expecting directives on how to manage our daughter's emotions when we have to redirect her back to
today's. What we got was a mumbled mess of Donna producing attempts to pathologize us as parents,
parents who are also therapists ourselves and work with kids on the spectrum!"But if you are searching for
blindness stemming from insecurities, egotism or selfishness, strewth, Donna is there for you. Hard to place
down. Might mortgage it out but will definitely want it back. From a Fellow Autistic Person Nobody
Nowhere can be an autobiography about Donna Williams' life. It really is about a woman who was raised
within an abusive house where no one understood her, a woman who was socially isolated from everyone, a
woman who displayed many faces to be able to survive in the outside world, a female who struggled for a
big part of her life not knowing why she was like this. This story is approximately a woman who lived in her
own world for so long, but who ultimately found her method to the enlightening label autistic. This tale is
written within an unconventional style. It tells the tale of an autistic girl who only as an adult finds out that
this may be the label that finest fits her This autobiography is compelling, it draws the reader in... However,
she felt extremely motivated to try—and become like them.” It took rekindling an old friendship with Mary to



undo the spell. As a person who recently discovered the label "autistic" myself, I feel as though this book is
invaluable to me. This publication illustrates situations that I am much too familiar with. It captures the
feelings and thoughts that I've felt and thought myself. Don't assume all autistic person is strictly like Donna.
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